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L o v e

In the book of John in the Bible it records Jesus as saying, “There is no
greater love than to lay down one’s life for one’s friends. “ In February,
we often reflect on love through the coming of Valentine’s Day. I,
however, want to focus on the kind of love I have observed through the
month of January, as I was privileged to work solely with the frontline
staff. I know how hard our team members work, but to observe and work
beside them gives one a greater appreciation for all they do. The PSW’s,
the Recreation, the Dining and Kitchen staff, the Nursing, the
Housekeeping, the Maintenance, the Physiotherapy staff (I hope I didn’t
forget anyone) work so diligently and so patiently under such pressure.
When there was a shortage of team members, they all picked up the slack.
This to me is the “love that lays down one’s life for another”; of course, not
in the literal sense, but certainly in the sense of caring. My thoughts and
prayers have been continually with our home areas through these trying
times, when we seemed to slip back into where we were a year ago. And
residents thank you, for your patience and understanding. We all know
how incredibly difficult it is for you in the midst of all of the restrictions.
Thank you to all the family members for all your support and
perseverance. Love is not only something we share with our families and
significant others, but also what we share in the depths of our caring every
day here. May we truly appreciate one another.
Blessings to you,
Mara DiBiase,
Parkview Meadows CEO/DOC
mdibiase@parkviewmeadows.ca
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Birthdays
February
Residents:
Robert Lever
Verna Meade
Bert Vanbeek
Forrest Anderson
Leonard Armstrong
Barbara Wase

3
9
12
12
13
14

March
Residents:
Ann Guichelaar
Rein Devries
Patricia Courtnage
Ruth McBride
Dorreen Tiffin
Grace Nyburg
Andy Hogeveen

1
3
3
7
8
7
8

April
Residents:
Leo Barbadoro
Peter Hogeterp
Hein Prinzen
Ina VanDerMaarl

1
14
12
16

•

Ann Van Benthem
Frances Snippe
Carol Kriter
Robert Lenos
Joan Wood
Gerda Hubinger
Maureen Wiechula

14
14
17
18
20
23
29

Jacob Pietersen
Joyce Elliott
Syd De Boer
Ida Beimers
Shirley Price
Lena Fowler
Roxanne Wood
Norman Jones

10
18
23
25
25
25
28
30

Marlene Dunbar
Robert DeBackere
Robert Matthews
Lenore Cain

19
23
26
30

T h a n k

y o u

Staff:
Lori Anne Wilkins
Laura Earls
Jenessa McConachie
Lisa Anema

4
8
10
21

Staff:
Vanessa Stratford
Aileta Slade
June Cook
Justine Wall
Effie Russell
Charity Schaeffer
Katelyn Schaeffer
Lianne Roach

9
12
12
15
16
22
22
24

Staff:
Kathy VanderMeer
Breanne Miller
Lisa Heastont
Shannon Snider

2
5
13
16

•

Our staff have been challenged more in these past two years than ever before. Day after day, the
staff are doing their absolute best to ensure resident needs are met. Consistently putting others
above themselves and most importantly working collaboratively as a team! Their hard work,
dedication and compassion is something to be admired and respected. It has become quite clear
that the covid–19 pandemic has proven it takes a special type of person to work in healthcare.
A very big and deserving thank you goes out to all of our employees here at Parkview Meadows for
choosing everyday to be here! For making the choice to put others before yourself, for serving, and
for being the very best version of yourself that you can be!
There may be days when its hard to see the light at the end of the tunnel but knowing that we are in
this together makes it all that much easier.
“Individually, we are one drop. Together, we are an ocean.” ~ Ryunosuke Satoro
Sincerely, Management
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Even though my apartment in Valleyview is not a glamourous one, it is a place where I enjoy
spending precious home-time. It’s the place where I am content. It’s the place where I truly feel
grateful and thankful. It’s the place that fills all my physical and material needs... and then some.
My patio door lights up my entire living room. In the early morning hours during this time of the
year, I see a dark haze as I look out, but by the minute, more and more light appears. Before long a
lovely quiet landscape of sky and tall evergreens surface to the foreground.
Once again, it’s the beginning of a new day.
Then there’s my small fenced-in patio. This past fall, I replaced an old dilapidated bird house which
was hanging on my outside wall. It had been a gift of some 15 years ago and served my bird family
faithfully for many seasons. However, the bottom was beginning to fall out. A friend offered to
make me a new one and designed it into a double decker with the lettering printed on it: “Home
Sweet Home” Then, to my delight, my neighbour next door offered to make me one as well. It
turned into a bird-house mansion, with five different bird entrances. Both birdhouses are painted
black and white so they even match. They’re both look quite classy!
Now, there are seven “apartments to rent” for my sparrow families this coming Spring.
Looking out of my patio door in the middle of January, I am already beginning to see sparrows
claiming ownership of my new bird-dwellings. They’re already sitting in different entrances and act
as if they own the place. Even in the depth of winter they anticipate a new upcoming season.
The marvel and complexity of a bird’s brain!
Of course I am delighting with all this feathered activity.
It’s anticipating a wider more hopeful new season that will come.
A world where the days will get longer again.
The present snow and ice will once again disappear and Spring will soon be on its way!
The glass of my patio door invites the sun’s rays to push through to bring warmth and light for many
of my indoors plants that have been placed in front of it. Most often my plants reflect pure
contentment. In fact, one of my “older” orchids (after a time of rest) has shown new life again. It has
burst back into bloom with the splendour of a deep rich purple in colour. Again, this was a
unexpected gift! Orchids enjoy the light and warmth, and only need minimum care with a little
water and now and then, a pinch of fertilizer.
Amongst my many plants, are two pots of the tender yet feisty Shamrock. Three perfectly shaped
triangular leaves are on each long thin stem.
Someone once told me that shamrocks really “talk.” My mom would say that all plants talk, but at
my home the shamrocks speak the loudest. Time and again, I have experienced just that, as they also
stand behind the glass of my patio door to receive their share of warmth and sunlight. But, they’re
more “needy” than my other plants. When they’re happy, (well-watered and fed) their long stems
share the gift of several white bell-shaped flowers. These little flowers are a wonder to behold.
They’re so delicately shaped, one cannot help but marvel at the work of the Creator’s hand.
But, my “talking shamrocks” need to be watered at least twice a week.
Sometimes I forget to do just that....
That’s when they speak to me, like no other plant.
… article continued on page 4
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… article continued on page 4
I see their stems sagging and bending over. I see the leaves droop. It shouts: “I need water. Help!”
Within an hour after having given their proper attention, they simply say, “Thank you!”
Countless times I have asked to my Shamrocks to forgive my neglect. And again and again, they
listen and their pitiful droopy leaves perk up.
Through these small wonders, I see the big WONDER, the marvelous forgiving heart and hand of
God!
Talking of a daily wonder....
Each morning as I jump out of bed my two feet hold me! I’ve received another gift of a good sleep
which has renewed my spirit and body. When, in the early morning hours I switch on the lights,
I’m aware that there’s an “Eternal Light” which never goes out and never fades. It will shine in and
through the darkest of times. When I see the darkness lift, I am assured that God is in ultimate
charge of the new day. Then I ask that He will direct my path so I may spend my time wisely, not
just thinking of my own needs, but also of others.
Porridge with fruit-smoothie sprinkled with nourishing nuts will soon be enjoyed for breakfast.
And, I perk a coffee. So the day starts and I’m allowed to go to work again and be part of a team.
The light and warmth that comes through my patio door, is a small reflection that Jesus is the Source
of all that is good. God’s arms are wide open with the simple invite: “Come to me all ye who are
weary and heavy laden and I will give you rest. I am the light of the world!” Oh, to experience this
renewed relationship with the Triune God daily. What a gift! The older I get, the more I long to
know Him better. And to know that no-one, absolutely no one, is too wounded or too injured to call
on our Father for help!
The birds teach me marvellous lessons as well. Seldom do I see just a single bird in search for food
on my patio. They come in the company of others. They teach me the gift of a community. Even
when they fight over space or food, there’s a lesson to be learned. Sharing! Togetherness!
Then there is the lesson from the orchid. It never ceases to amaze me the tardiness of this plant.
With good care, it will bloom over and over and over again, no matter how many seasons it has
already bloomed.
What a lesson for us all.
Yet, I believe, my greatest teacher is my shamrock plant. I have two pots.
Like them, we also need the essentials: light, food and water.
The stems of my shamrock are thin; just the width of a darning needle. Yet those stems draw
strength from the tiny bulbs buried in the soil. When the soil is happy the plant is too.
So it is with us. When we don’t get the much needed nourishment and water, we too will
undoubtedly fade. Relying on our own resources just isn’t sufficient.
I need to learn again the lessons from the simple things of life. Let me continue to learn from the
birds in the air and the activities on my patio. Let me listen to my flowers and my shamrocks.
So Lord, please continue to teach me.
Theresa Bakker
Commissioned Pastor for Parkview Meadows
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P r o t e c t i v e

What Should You Be Wearing?
Personal Protective Equipment acts as a barrier
against workplace hazards; PPE does not eliminate
potential injury but reduces the risk.
Employees:
 Employees must wear and use all equipment,
clothing, devices, or protective items
recommended by equipment requirements,
safety data sheets (SDS), required by an
employer, regulations, and or the Occupational
Health and Safety Act
 Inspect all PPE before each use, and notify the
supervisor of any defective equipment
 Ask supervisor or employer what PPE to use
when in doubt
 Employees should ensure that the personal
protective equipment that they are using
properly fits them
 Footwear should be appropriate to working
circumstances; ensure heals and soles of
footwear is appropriate
What is Personal Protective Equipment?
 Equipment for each individual that protects
body parts against potential hazards
 PPE is to be worn when required by the
employer as deemed necessary
Examples of PPE;
(*Items will vary depending on environment)

Safety glasses, goggles, face shields
Hearing protection
Protective foot wear
Gloves
 Hard hats, head protection
 Masks, respirators
 Coveralls, aprons, special clothing
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Since the beginning of the Covid-19
pandemic we have ALL been encouraged to
wear our PPE. (*ie mask wearing specifically)
While masks are great at suppressing the
transmission of illness the appropriate use,
storage and cleaning or disposal of masks are
essential to make them as effective as
possible
How to Put on a Mask
 Wash your hands before touching the
mask.
 Place over your mouth and nose with
the flexible nosepiece upwards. If the
mask is coloured, the coloured side
should face outward.
 Shape the flexible nosepiece to the
bridge of your nose.
 Position the bottom edge under your
chin. The mask should completely cover
your nose, mouth, and chin.
 The strings should be tied behind your
head or the elastic loops placed behind
your ears. Fit snugly on your face.
*Do not allow the mask to hang around
your neck. Avoid touching the mask once it
is in place.
When to Change your Mask
 A mask should only be used once.
Changed if it:
• Becomes damp or wet
• Makes breathing difficult
• Becomes damaged or visibly soiled
*Dispose of used masks in a garbage can.
Wash your hands after removing your
mask.
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R e c r e a t i o n
This time of year can be challenging as the weather is cold, unpredictable and a bit gloomy.
Adding a pandemic and isolation into the mix makes for a bit of a “storm.” Most group programs have
been at a standstill, along with some of our favourite annual fundraisers making it difficult to look
forward to the things we once used to. As a result it can be assumed, feelings of loneliness are on the
rise. Beating these “winter blues” can be hard, but I am here to remind you that you are not alone. Here
are some suggestions on how you can make your mental and physical health a priority and kick those
blues to the curb!
1. Get as much natural sunlight as you can; take short walks outside (*if possible but be careful) Increase
the natural light in your room by keeping the curtains drawn back. Sit in the sunlight whenever
possible (example; *enjoy your morning tea or coffee while reading a daily devotional by a window)
2. Exercise - even the smallest amounts can boost those “feel good” chemicals in your brain. It can also
improve sleep and boost your self esteem. Movement of any kind is good for the mind and body.
(*see page 6)
3. Reach out to Family & Friends - Make a phone call, email or write a letter to a loved one. Being
social can boost your mood. This can be challenging to do if your feeling sluggish but push yourself
to do it anyways! You will thank yourself for it!
4. Eating the right diet - small, well balanced meals throughout the day with plenty of fruits and
vegetables will help you keep your energy up.
5. Make time for FUN and forget the stress - Do at least one thing everyday that brings you JOY. This
could be a great opportunity to get a new hobby or it could be something as simple as word
searches or colouring. Lastly, don’t forget to power that comes from reading your bible!
(*Activity booklets have also been created and are available for anyone interested - contact Recreation)
Rebecca Perssia, Program Services Manager
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“New Year” themed Word Find
Find the Following
Words;
Celebration
Noisemaker
Excitement
Decoration
Countdown
Hourglass
Fireworks
Champagne
Confetti
Calendar
Midnight
Balloons
Holiday
New year

Friends
Cheers
Family
Dance
Horns
Goals
Happy
Clock
Games
Hope
Hats
Fun
Eve
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Heroes, everyone has some. Heroes begin in our lives when we are small children, our
parents. That changes when we get older and go to Sunday school and learn about David and
Goliath, Daniel in the lions’ den, etc. As we become teens, we have heroes such as, now I date
myself, Johnny Cash, Al Kaline (Detroit Tigers), and Dave Keon (Toronto Maple Leafs). Also in my
late teens, I was awed by Dr. Evan Runner who spoke at CLAC annual meetings in Toronto and Dr.
Gordon Spykman who taught Bible classes. As I grew older, my heroes once again returned to my
parents whose influence and direction have guided me throughout my life.

In this time of pandemic of Covid 19, our entire world has been thrown upside down. Restrictions
have kept us away from loved ones or at least has made it difficult to see each other. Parents in long
term care homes and in assisted living facilities have suffered from the effects of lockdowns and lack
of family contact. Window visits just don’t cut it.
But wait, we have many other hidden heroes hiding behind the scenes. The ones that provide care
for parents in long term and assisted living facilities. Our everyday heroes are the nurses, psw’s,
kitchen staff, cleaning staff, maintenance staff, office staff, and management that provide for our
elderly parents. These heroes who work long hours deserve our thanks. Perhaps we need to spend
a few minutes to convey our gratitude. Hidden heroes are often seen as being smaller than life.
Under-rated. Most unfortunate. Thank you for working in the shadows, faithfully and humbly,
tending to those who need you. Be encouraged! Roger Whitaker in his song says:
Did you ever know that you’re my hero?
And everything I’d like to be?
I can fly higher than an eagle,
But you are the wind beneath my wings
Lawrence Uyl
Secretary of the Board of Directors
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Parkview Meadows Annual

GOLf Tournament
Entry Fee Includes:





18 Hole Golf with Cart
(Scramble Format)

Lunch & Buffet Dinner
Entry into Prize Holes
Contest

(*Featuring; Trips, Cash, TVs etc.)
 Gift for Participating
 Donation Receipt
 Fun day with Family,

Friends or Colleagues

Friday
August 19, 2022
at the Greens at Renton
*** To participate or for more
information
please contact
Michael Ciardullo
at 519-587-2448 ext 424
mciardullo@parkviewmeadows.ca

Sponsorship
Opportunities

Available to those interested!
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M a i n t e n a n c e
The winter really didn’t want to show up all too quickly and then it arrived with a bang. We
have had a couple of decent snow falls and windstorms already this winter and we still have 2 more
month of it to go.
With winter comes a number of our indoor jobs being completed. If you have been up to the tuck
shop in the last month or so you will notice that the Parkview building is being painted. The
corridors are almost complete and the Parkview center itself will be underway shortly. The plugs
and light switches are small details and are being switched out as well to a nice modern white
decora style. The baseboard heaters will be the last items installed once the walls are finished and
when the bottom baseboard trim goes on we will have a (even more so) beautiful home.
The Southview building (although covered in snow) has its solar panels and other electrical
components in place and is now just waiting for the electrical safety authority to give us the go
ahead to get the new portion of the system up and running.
Along with the solar panels the maintenance crew is working on replacing all of the older
incandescent and fluorescent bulbs that are still lingering around into the more modern and energy
efficient LED bulbs. The newer LED bulbs use only 9 watts of electricity where an incandescent used
60! All of this helps us towards a very large energy use reduction when you consider how many
bulbs there are throughout this whole complex.
For our Brookview and Valleyview residents we will be getting ready to start our annual fire
inspections in the month of February. We will post a notice with dates as we get closer to the time of
inspection. Our annual apartment inspections will also start within the next month or so as we
always try to have the completed by March. As usual if there is a problem with something in your
apartment please fill out a maintenance requisition with your name and as much information as
possible so that we can come to see you and (hopefully) resolve the issues quickly.
On a final note as much as we do look forward to the spring we need to continue to be as safe as
possible with the winter weather. Make sure if you are venturing out to the doctor, pharmacy, or
grocery store you wear a good set of boots or shoes that will provide a good steady grip when the
ground may have ice or snow on it.
Jon Toal, Maintenance Supervisor

1.

Toe Tapping = 1 - 5 minutes
(*Helps pick up your feet when you’re
walking)

2.

Chair Marching = 1 – 5 minutes
(* Helps to strengthen leg muscles
that help you walk + SAFE! No
need to worry about losing your
balance while in sitting position.

3.
Straight Leg Extension =
5 - 15 times per leg
(*Builds strength, increases
Energy + SAFE!)

P h y s i o t h e r a p y
E x e r c i s e s
These are three daily exercises that will help
people of all ages and abilities gain increased;
strength, balance, trunk control, endurance, energy,
breathing, aide in walking and so much more!
Incorporating movement into your day can result in
physical improvements in as little as a few weeks. I
have seen it first hand. For example; One client
gained enough strength from consistent exercises
that they could stand from a low chair
without using their hands in as little as 4
weeks. WOW! The possibilities are endless!
- Koreen Foster, Physiotherapy Assistant
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In August of 2021, Parkview Meadows hosted its Annual Golf Tournament. I am continually
overwhelmed by the generosity displayed by various supporters. Our sponsors and those who make
donations towards our tournament play a huge role in our continued success. Please know that we at
Parkview Meadows greatly appreciate your support and that we consider ourselves truly blessed. We
cannot thank you enough!

Sponsorship
Salverda Enterprises
George Kloet with REMAX
Bradshaws Fuels
Klassic Coconut
Libro
Ryan Jones with RBC
Financial

Kradale Farms
Timber Mart - Caledonia
DBK Accounting
Graceview General

Klassic Coconut
Wanda & Scott Salverda
Memorial Golf Tournament
Salverda Enterprises
Good Redden Klosler LLP.
Eggink Homes
Carpet One - Port Dover
New Tech Fogging
Jeffrey Hewson with Century 21

Contractors
EcoLab
ISN Solutions
Little Johnny’s Sub Shop

Roulston’s Pharmacy
Sysco
AIRON
Skyline

Brouwer Homes
Doughty & Williamson

Donations
Libro
Klassic Coconut
Salverda Enterprises
Roulston’s Pharmacy
Sysco
Orkin
EcoLab
Diversey
Charles Jones
MIP
Total Power
SilverCross
Wardells Appliances

Hole in One - ETC.
Schoitens
KR Communications
Rebecca Perssia Family Zyia Active
Michael Ciardullo Family
Cardinal Health
Lorianne Wilkins FamilyNorwex
Cottage Country Candy
Subway Hagersville
Jarvis Dental
Doughty & Williamson

Ryan Jones Family
Rose Della Pasqua with
Start Fresh Dental Hygiene
Bob Donaldson Family
Carlene Boettcher Family
Vivere Ltd.
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OUR WEBSITE:

www.parkviewmeadows.ca
Access everything you need to know
about Parkview Meadows right in
your own home by checking us out
ONLINE!
 Updates on Vacancy
 Programs & Activity Listing
 Past Newsletters

P r ay e r

S u n d a y W o r s h i p
S e r v i c e s

You are welcome to worship at our
Parkview Worship Services on Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
Offerings:
Parkview Meadows
November
Jarvis Food Bank

C o r n e r

Please pray for the families of Bill Stelpstra, Richard Martin,
Ross Hoover, Ina Lipsit, Richard Hill, Doug Love,
Lois Nixon, David Shields,Margaret McEwan, Dorothy
Lettinga, Hank TenBrinke, Bill Ballyns and George Elzinga
as they continue to mourn their loss.

W h i p U p
E n j o y

a T r e a t t o
a t H o m e !

One of the most enjoyed and certainly most
delicious programs on the recreation schedule is our
baking program. The residents of Gardenview are
kept busy whipping up tasty treats along side the
staff. One of their favourites so far from this year
happen to be, Oatmeal Coconut Cookies. Below is
the recipe so you can try them at home!

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup of butter
1 cup white sugar
1 cup brown sugar
2 cups of oats
1 cup coconut
2 cups flour

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 eggs
2 tsp vanilla
1 tsp almond extract
1 tsp salt
1 tsp baking soda
1 tsp baking powder

Directions
1. Cream together sugar, eggs, vanilla and almond
extract
2. Mix all dry ingredients into a separate bowl
3. Add dry ingredients slowly into the wet
ingredients. Including the butter.
4. Spoon onto greased baking sheet
5. Bake at 350 degrees for 8-10 minutes
(** makes approximately 2 dozen cookies depending
on the size)

December
Christian Reformed World Relief
Committee
January
Back to God Hour

Parkview Meadows is looking for VOLUNTEERS!!!
Are you looking to become more involved within
your surrounding community?? Possibly meet new
people and have some fun while doing it??? While
look no further as I have a position for you… its
called VOLUNTEERING!!!
Parkview Meadows is currently looking for
volunteers for multiple positions as we are always in
need of some helping hands. Duties range from
serving and place setting in the Southview dining
room, tending the greenhouse, feeding in
Gardenview or running the Tuck Shop.
Positions are occasional as we are grateful for any
help we receive.
For more information please contact
Mike at 519-587-2448 ext.424 OR
Rebecca at ext.419
**Must be able to provide proof of vaccination

“A new command I give you: Love one another. As I
have loved you, so you must love one another. By this
everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you
love one another." John 13 34:35
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Quick Tips

What are Benzodiazepines?
Benzodiazepines or Z-drugs work by
slowing down your brain activity. This has
the effect of making you feel drowsy or
calm.
These medications are often prescribed to
treat anxiety and sleep problems.
Are you currently taking any of the
following medications? They are
benzodiazepines and Z-drugs. Ask the
pharmacist or doctor if you are not sure:
Alprazolam
Bromazepam
Clobazam
Clorazepate
Fulurazepam
Midazolam
Oxazepam
Triazolam
Zopiclone

Chlordiazepoxide
Clonazepam
Diazepam
Lorazepam
Nitrazepam
Temazepam
Zolpidem

Did You Know?

For more information please
contact your PRCs- Kathie or
Stephanie at 519-428-7771

Benzodiazepines are among the most prescribed
medications in Canada, especially for older adults.
Anxiety and sleep problems can sometimes be caused
by depression. Thorough assessment should be done to
ensure the right treatment if offered.

Should older adults take this
medication?
Usually no.
Doctors are advised to avoid prescribing these
medications to older adults whenever possible.
If prescribed, they shouldn't be taken longer than 4
weeks in a row. They can have dangerous effects on
health and well-being of older adults.
Benzodiazepines should be avoided in older adults in
most situations. Taking the drug for 3-6 months raised
the risk of development of Alzheimer's disease by 32%.
(Harvard Health Publishing, Medical School).

Safety First

Health Risks

Healthcare providers are concerned about
people taking benzodiazepines over long
periods of time. These medications can
cause harmful side effects, including falls,
fractures and memory problems.
They can also be physical and
psychologically addictive.
Stopping this medication suddenly can
cause unpleasant and even dangerous side
effects. Contact your healthcare provider
to develop a plan to reduce the dose very
slowly.

Older people who take benzodiazepines are more likely
to have problems with:
Drowsiness
Clumsiness
Falls
Fractures
Confusion
Trouble breathing
Problems driving
***Information has been gathered from: Canadian Coalition
for Senior's Mental Health

